ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The problem of interferometric phase restoration consists of its estimation given the acquired phase values from a SAR interferometric pair. The 2π-periodicity of the phase representation must be explicitly accounted for. Therefore we follow the point of view of Orientation Diffusions [1] .
Interferograms have a well structured fringe pattern inherited from the topographic surface. In order to model this prior, directionality is introduced. Orientation Diffusions is anisotropically extended via robust estimation [2] . As a result, diffusion is deviated in the local tangential direction.
A fidelity term adapted to the metrics is derived. It accounts for the statistics of phase additive noise [3] . The acquired phase is not only used as initial state of diffusion, but as a reference state that deviates the process according to the locally estimated coherence and the proposed likelihood.
A Bayesian estimation framework is derived from the previous prior and likelihood modeling. Restoration is stated as a maximum a posteriori estimation problem.
Outline. In section 2 anisotropic orientation diffusion is introduced. Statistical likelihood biasing is presented in section 3. A maximum a posteriori Bayesian perspective is given in section 4. Finally, results using a TerraSAR-X interferogram are reported in section 5.
Notation. Let S be the set of sampling points, a regular grid in slant range and azimuth. The interferogram is defined as the set of phase values for each point
ANISOTROPIC ORIENTATION DIFFUSION
Diffusion equations have been successfully applied in a variety of problems related to signal restoration [4] . In this section a diffusion process that accounts for the directionality of fringe structures is introduced. It constitutes our prior model.
Orientation Diffusion
In [1] Peronna studied diffusion on S 1 , the unit circle, parametrized by the phase φ ∈ [−π, π[. A discrete formulation known as Orientation Diffusion was developed. It efficiently regularizes orientations, while accounting explicitly for the 2π-periodicity of the representation.
Given s ∈ S, let N s be its first order neighborhood. 1 Orientation Diffusion is defined as the gradient descent minimization of the energy
(1) which is given by the equation
The sin can be interpreted as the computation of the gradient in S 1 , as Perona mentioned. Thus the diffusion process is isotropic. In order to restore fringes, directionality is required.
Anisotropic Orientation Diffusion
In order to introduce anisotropy in phase regularization, a new diffusion process is designed. The original cost ρ 0 (φ p − φ s ) = 1 − cos(φ p − φ s ) was introduced in order to account for the 2π-periodicity of the phase. Its derivative ψ 0 (φ p − φ s ) = sin(φ p − φ s ) models the influence of neighboring pixels during diffusion. Phase values highly different interact as much as those which are close (see fig. 1 (a) ).
Indeed only neighbors with similar phase values should interact. Considering this and the sin metric, the formulation of eq. 1 can be reviewed from a perspective of discrete robust estimation [2] . Thus two new 2π-periodic robust influence functions are proposed
where k is a scale factor. The related 2π-periodic robust estimation norms ρ are
Directionality and robustness are embedded. On the one hand, in fig. 1 (a) we see that only neighboring points with similar phase values will effectively influence each other. Hence, diffusion is directed in the iso-phase curves of the interferogram. On the other, the ρ i costs saturate fast as the difference of phase increases (see fig. 1 (b)), as required by the principle of robust estimation.
Finally, Anisotropic Orientation Diffusion is defined as the gradient descent minimization of the robust energetic functional E E = s∈S p∈Ns
(7) where i ∈ {1, 2}, λ > 0 and s ∈ S. The initial value of the phase is the one acquired φ s (t = 0) = ϕ s . As time advances, the degree of regularization according to the prior increases.
Gibbs Random Field
Perona proposed ρ 0 inspired from the energy associated to a pair of superimposed magnets oriented according to φ p and φ s respectively. As a matter of fact, the overall energy could be understood as that of a lattice of particles where only neighbors interact with each other. Such a collective system is modeled in Statistical Physics by a Gibbs Random Field. This kind of probabilistic model was originally brought from Statistical Physics to Signal Processing for Bayesian restoration purposes [5] . Our approach is analogous. We have introduced prior knowledge about the structure of our hypothetical material into the model. 
Let us state the proposed diffusion as a GRF formally. Let C = {(s 1 , s 2 ) ∈ S × S|s 1 ∈ N s2 } be the first order clique on our regular grid S. Then the local potential functions are ρ i (φ s1 − φ s2 ) and the overall potential function is E/2 (eq. 7). In other words, the Gibbs distribution is given by
where Z ρi is the partition function 2 and T > 0 is the temperature. The minimization of the energetic functional (eq. 7) is equivalent to the maximization of this probability (eq. 8).
STATISTICALLY BIASED DIFFUSION
In this section a new energetic term is introduced. It accounts for the phase statistics and is adapted to the robust diffusion metrics. Diffusion is deviated towards the values of the acquired phase. It constitutes our likelihood modeling.
Biasing diffusion through a reference state
In [1] Perona proposed a technique to bias the diffusion process given a reference state. His objective is to account for uncertainty in the data to be diffused. In the orientation maps that he derived from optical images, the strongly oriented areas should have more relevance in diffusion. The cost of a deterministic orientation φ s and an uncertain orientation
] and incorporated this cost to that of orientation diffusion (eq. 1). The result was a biased diffusion process
where λ > 0 and η > 0 model the strength of each term. The first one represents the prior information and leads to regularization. The second one is reconstruction fidelity with respect to a reference state μ s according to the ρ 0 metric.
Phase statistics and biased diffusion
Based on a likelihood reasoning over the reference state, we propose an adapted interpretation and extension of the bias term for interferometric phase. Given the acquired phase value ϕ s and its coherence γ s , the statistics of the original phase are known 3 [3] . Phase diffusion is biased using as reference state the acquired value ϕ s . Knowledge on the acquisition process is included into the formulation via statistics. Moreover, for metric coherence, the cost is calculated as the average of the proposed error norms ρ 1 and ρ 2 .
Given the symmetry of phase statistics pdf ϕs,γs (z) = pdf 0,γs (z − ϕ s ) around ϕ s , the cost may be rewritten as
Once it is added to the formulation in eq. 7, Statistically Biased Anisotropic Orientation Diffusion is obtained
where λ, η > 0 and q ρi,γs = −∂C ρi,γs /∂φ s . This function models the force towards the reference state, the acquired phase. It accounts for the statistics of the imaging process.
Three important facts arise from the numerical evaluation of q ρi,γs (see fig. 2 ). Firstly, diffusion is coherently biased towards the acquired phase ϕ s . Secondly, the higher the coherence, the higher the intensity of the bias. A family of quasi-influence functions is parametrized by coherence. Thirdly, the bias term influences diffusion effectively only in the neighborhood of ϕ s . The first two properties are inherited from statistics, whereas last one arises from robustness.
Statistical likelihood
The previous remarks on q ρi,γs illustrate concretely how biased diffusion takes into account the nature of the interferometric phase to be restored. For instance, higher coherence regions will have more influence on diffusion. We propose to reinterpret it as an adapted conditional density function
It has the same overall behavior as the original from the interferometric phase, but embeds into it the previously introduced metrics of the diffusion process. Moreover, outliers are allowed via the robust estimation mechanism. 3 The prior on a single phase and the received one is considered to be uniform, so that pdf (φ|ϕ) = pdf (ϕ|φ). Nevertheless, the interpretation as a conditional likelihood that will be later introduced (sec. 3.3), does not require such hypothesis any more. Hence the statistics are determined by the mean value μ and the coherence γ. The notation used is pdfμ,γ (z). 4 It can be proved that the normalization factor e Zρ i ,γs exists, is finite and independent of φs. The probability is a function of the phase difference. 
BAYESIAN RESTORATION
Our objective is the restoration of the interferometric phase given some measurements of it. In order to solve this high dimensional inverse problem, a prior model which accounts for the local structure of the signal has been designed (sec. 2.3). Moreover, the acquisition process has been embedded into an adapted likelihood which robustly gives more importance to higher coherence areas (sec. 3.3). Our estimate of the phase in this Bayesian probabilistic framework is the Maximum A Posteriori [5] , which efficiently incorporates both aspects.
Given the GRF model of eq. 8 and the conditional likelihood of eq. 13, the MAP estimate of the interferogram Φ = {φ s } s∈S is given by the maximization
This optimization problem is equivalent to the following
that is, Statistically Biased Anisotropic Orientation Diffusion. Its gradient descent has been given in eq. 12. The prior model acts as an anisotropic regularizer, while the interaction with the original phase value constitutes a fidelity term related to phase statistics. Restoration is a balance between both forces.
RESULTS
A section of a non-multilooked HH polarization High Resolution Spotlight interferogram of the Stromboli volcano acquired by TerraSAR-X has been selected to perform our analysis (see fig. 3 (a) ). The series of experimental tests illustrate empirically the principles that where embedded in 5 Zρ i and e Zρ i ,γs depend only on T , ρ i and γs. They are constant during the optimization. Thus the equivalency between eq.14 and eq.15 holds. the equations. Since the asymptotic behavior clearly illustrates the nature of the models, diffusion time has been kept considerably long. Parameters have been selected such that all diffusions are comparable: (i) λ has been chosen so that all the ψ i have the same maximum value; (ii) k so that ψ 1 and ψ 2 reach it at the same phase difference value.
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The original Orientation Diffusion regularizes the phase without taking into account the fringe structure of the interferogram (see fig. 3 (b) ). Fringes are merged and broken. Residual pairs which tend to get further from each other are generated. This behavior is characteristic from classical isotropic filtering schemes applied to interferogram filtering.
The introduction of anisotropy through the new robust error norms directs diffusion along the tangent to the fringes (see fig. 3 (c) and (d) for ρ 1 and ρ 2 respectively) . Fringe structure has been more accurately restored. Anisotropic prior modeling has notably enhanced directionality. Nevertheless, still some merging remains, mainly due to the extreme locality of the directionality mechanism.
Anisotropic diffusion preserves the overall fringe structure of the interferogram, but not details such as texture. In order to further restore the within-fringe structures, a statistical likelihood between the diffused phase and the original one has been introduced. Fig. 4 (a) and (b) show how texture within fringes has been notably reconstructed, while preserving the directionality that had been previously modeled.
Moreover, the likelihood term reduces the magnitude of fringe merging, since it deviates diffusion towards the acquired interferometric phase, in which they were not merged. Interestingly, differences between diffusion with ρ 1 and ρ 2 are notably reduced by the effect of this term. It must be pointed out that if temperature is increased, then reconstruction fidelity becomes predominant, reducing the regularization and increasing the number of residuals. Further research on the interaction of both terms must be carried out.
